70 to 140 billion gallons
of water this year alone...

Read more about the true cost of sourcing and
disposal and the many benefits offered by recycling.

Where will

That’s how much fresh water that must be sourced and the amount
of frac / produced water that will require disposal if the estimated
35,000 new wells are fracked this year.
Whether you are an E&P company, provide consulting services, are part of a
governing body, or are with an environmental firm or agency, reducing the
demand and reliance on fresh water sources and the responsible use of that water
must be part of your strategic plan to ensure the sustainable future of the industry
and our environment.

Recycling is the Answer!
Hydro-Pod Technology

The Hydro-Pod Technology from RecyClean Services, reduces the energy industry’s
requirement for fresh water, and the overall costs and ultimate liability that come
from sourcing, and trucking / shipping of disposal water from the fracking process
- while helping to sustain the health of our environment.

Savings to the industry on water sourcing alone
could exceed $17.5 Billion dollars in just a single year!
(Based on 35,000 wells x 5,000,000/gal water per well x average cost of $.10/gal)
This does not even take into account the savings on trucking and disposal.
Considering a 25% flowback of 140 billion gallons, and a total disposal cost of
just $.02/gal would save the industry $700 million in one year. Look at an average
disposal cost of $.13/gal, and now the savings jump to $4.55 Billion.

Reduce and Re-Use
Frac flow back and produced waters recycled using Hydro-Pod
technology are turned from a disposal water into a readily-available
supply of water suitable for reuse in fracking operations. This can
dramatically reduce the burdens placed on City, County and State
resources to provide water, and the infrastructure required to
transport it. It can provide huge savings on trucking expense.
Additionally, it can reduce environmental regulation concerns.

Recycling frac flow back and produced waters
makes sense any way you look at it.
- Provides a re-usable and sustainable supply of water
- Provides significant savings to the industry
- Can lower overall operating costs
- Reduces maintenance due to wear and tear on roadways
- Reduces emissions / carbon footprint from truck traffic
- Reduces environmental / regulatory concerns
The Hydro-Pod is designed around mature technology using
30+ years of hydro-frac experience. The Hydro-Pod employs
a unique combination of ozone and electrocoagulation
technologies to remove heavy metals, polymers and more.
This mobile technology can quickly process frac and produced
waters and can be located at well sites or at a centralized location to serve multiple clients. What
was once a disposal water can be turned into a reusable and/or saleable commodity.
- Readily-available supply of reusable water
- Significantly reduces water acquisition and
disposal costs / requirements
- Greater energy efficiency / Smaller footprint
than other methods
- Efficiently processes 2.5 to 3 BPM
- Scalable to meet requirements

Help sustain water availability and reduce costs by considering the
recycling of disposal waters. Call today for more information on the
Hydro-Pod technology and find out how it can help protect a valuable
resource while adding value to your bottom line.

412-551-9893
recycleansvc.com
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